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Abstract

1.

Nowadays the VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks) are
the promising research area in which a vehicle can communicate with other vehicles or infrastructure on a wireless
basis. The deployment of this technology will soon provide many safety or comfort applications in vehicles. One
of them is an interesting application which is proposed by
PhD thesis and this paper. It combines a few fields in
order to create a new system and query language for obtaining data from an image in the VANET environment.
The paper briefly describes the state-of-the-art of VANET
applications related to the image processing and analysis.
It also describes the basic and advanced image processing
algorithms, MPEG-7 standard and QBIC/CBIR systems,
in which data are obtained by descriptions or image features. This work is unique in that it proposes a novel
system and language for querying arbitrary objects in the
image. However it is not a standard query to a database.
The image is captured by one or more cameras placed
in a vehicle in real time. The proposed query language
defines what objects have to be recognized in the image
of traffic scene. Thus the system can detect and recognize required objects and their complex spatial relations
in real-time using image processing, image analysis and
computer vision algorithms.

Let us imagine that there is a bank robbery and the
police are informed that the robbers have escaped in a
red vehicle with a license plate number beginning with
ZA and ending with AB. In addition the wanted vehicle has a sticker with image of skull with crossbones on
its right side. In case of VANET network or distributed
network consisting of mobile phones with cameras monitoring vicinity in front of a vehicle it would be possible
to use driving vehicles to locate the wanted vehicle. The
requirement which is defined to search for red vehicles
with specific characteristic description could be passed
on vehicles driving in neighborhood near the scene of the
robbery. Vehicles would subsequently process the image
from the camera and search for defined object for some
time. If some vehicle located the wanted object, it would
send message with its current GPS location, direction of
driving and captured picture.
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Introduction

Another interesting example could be finding out current
gas price at particular gas station. A driver would like to
fuel at gas station of preferred brand and would like to find
out where the cheapest gas in surroundings is. Information about prices is usually found at gas stations totems
therefore it would be interesting to recognize a totem of
particular gas station and acquire the gas price. A vehicle
which would like to gain such information would have to
create a request where it would be defined what to look
for (a logo of particular gas station with characteristic
features and beneath text numerical information). Subsequently, the request would be sent into network and when
another vehicle detects a totem and recognizes its content,
this vehicle could send back result with required information such as recognized gas price, a picture of totem and
its GPS location.
To be able to locate such wanted objects, we have to process an image obtained by one or more cameras using algorithms of the analysis, image processing and computer
vision. This can be solved in a classic way by designing a
complex algorithm compound of methods in whose bodies there are auxiliary algorithms ensuring given recognition functionality. Creation of an algorithm searching
for particular object for a given purpose, however, may
not be suitable for an environment such as VANET networks because a particular algorithm would be required
to be applied and implemented in every vehicle. If it was
not, it would be possible to ensure the transmission of a
specific code to the vehicle, thus ensuring its execution.
But there is a safety issue of such solution (needed e.g.
sandbox). Besides, problematical are also an environment
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heterogeneity (different operating systems), then the size
of the code and the associated time required for transmission which is needed to be reduced in VANET network since communication among vehicles or vehicles and
infrastructure take usually short time because of vehicle
mobility. Better solution would be to divide a complex
task of finding an object into smaller parts, i.e. to implement the necessary basic algorithms and use them as
building blocks to solve the complex task.
By using this idea and for execution of these tasks it
is necessary to exactly specify what objects, where, in
what relation and how to locate these objects in an image. Moreover, in the traffic scene image unconventional
objects can occur which have to be taken into account.
Implementation therefore is not so simple. It is also necessary to solve, in what format and hence the structure
the task will be passed on, how it will be divided into
smaller parts, how to execute them, merge and transform
into required output. This will be the object of the research which output is a proposal of system and language
for querying any objects form an image in VANET environment. The proposed system may eventually be used
not only in this environment but also in other areas, as
will be mentioned at the end of the work.

2.

The Aim of the Work

The main aim of the work is to design a system and a
language for querying any objects from an image obtained
by sensors capturing traffic scene in front of a vehicle in
VANET environment. Required objects will be automatically detected in this image and recognized based on an
input request.
The system thus allows complex tasks processing in the
field of traffic network image processing and analyzing by
simple subtasks and will define:
• the set of basic and spatial operations for an image;
• low-level image processing and analysis algorithms;
• high-level image processing and analysis algorithms;
• single one interface for processed inputs and outputs; and
• language format for querying.

3.

Current State-of-the-Art

The term VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) is an adhoc network dedicated to wireless communication among
vehicles. Many researchers and vehicle manufacturers apply themselves to this network with an aim to develop
data transmission standard and applications which are expected to improve traffic safety in particular by reducing
traffic accidents and congestions, by sparing from travel
time and also to achieve the reduction of air pollution
and energy consumption [5]. Nowadays it is considered
as one of the most important technologies in the field of
intelligent traffic systems [8].

3.1

Applications Using Cameras

VANET network can be conducive to intersections or when
passing other vehicles using cameras mounted in vehicles
as the authors in [3] state. For example, at an intersection where buildings obscure the driver’s view of his turn
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direction, another vehicle which has a view of the direction in which the first vehicle turns can be conducive.
Thanks to this it is possible to transmit images from the
second vehicle to the first one or to automatically identify certain potential objects such as pedestrians crossing
the road and thanks to it to alert the driver to be more
careful.
In case of passing other vehicles which are large or have
darkened rear windscreen, through which it is difficult to
see the situation in front of the vehicle, authors in [9]
proposed a protocol for video transmission from a camera
mounted in the passing vehicle. This allows the driver to
have a perfect view of the situation in front of the vehicle
and to pass the vehicle safer.
Another example of using cameras and image processing
in VANET environment is vehicle localization. Authors
Ferreira et al. [2] proposed a vehicle localization protocol
using license plate recognition which is investigated by the
police. After tracing them, their GPS localization will be
sent to the police via a secure transmission so it could not
be able to fiddle with this information.

3.2

Evaluation

VANET networks are prospective future of the automotive industry, as it provides tremendous opportunities in
terms of improving safety or comfort for users. In the
field of image analyzing and processing, many applications have been proposed. All applications, however, are
specific in that they solve a particular problem of exactly
defined area for which they were designed. Our research
has not yet identified any existing solution that would be
able to search for general information – the objects contained in the image at the request.
Searching for an image by QBIC/CBIR (Query By Image Content/Content-Based Image Retrieval) systems is
based on searching in databases filled with already existing data which are features obtained from an image such
as color, shape or texture information or other characteristics describing local or global parts of an image. There
is a certain similarity with our task, yet its aim is not to
search in a database, but to search in an actual image obtained from a camera in real time. Partial solution would
be offered by MPEG-7 standard which in the first place
describes what is in an image using descriptors into XML
document where it is possible to search. Nevertheless, it
is possible by means of DDL and DS to use own descriptors with its own definition and then modify the XML
document in compliance to someone’s idea, the general
searching for exactly what we asked for in certain time
in not being solved. MPEG-7 enables to search only for
something which has been described beforehand.
For this reason, we decided to propose a new system with
language for querying whichever information from image
information which is obtained from one or more cameras
mounted in a vehicle in real time by using image analyzing and processing algorithms. Our proposal, results and
conclusions are in the following chapters.

4.
4.1

Solution
Problem Definition

Since the area of the solution is VANET environment and
an image captured from driving vehicles is the center of
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attention, we focus mainly on objects in the image, i.e.
traffic scene objects such as road users, infrastructure, environment etc. It is important to identify all basic and frequently occurring objects. Besides them there can occur
anything in traffic scene including objects that cannot be
predicted in advance during designing of the system (e.g.
giraffe, plane on the road etc.). Therefore we take into
account such objects during designing of the process.
Every real object has its characteristics - properties. They
make it possible to distinguish objects between each other
and compare them. These objects have properties which
are certain and specific or general to a real object (such
as size, color, shape or texture). Some objects can have a
certain relationship between each other, spatial (position
in an image in global and relatively to other objects) or
temporal (video sequence – a sequence of images in which
a vehicle is a moving object among other objects which
can move too).
If we identify objects, their characteristics and relationship between them, we can use them in designing the language for querying from an image capturing the situation
in front of the vehicle. Processed image can be in a form
of one image or video sequence. In this work we focus
on only image processing with one still image, yet we can
use also video sequence without temporal dependencies.
Proposed querying language should therefore make these
following operations possible:

Figure 1: Outline of the proposed system from
the network point of view.
other sensors which could improve recognition algorithms
and mainly querying possibilities using GPS sensor, an
accelerometer, a gyroscope etc. GPS sensor in VANET
environment in a vehicle should be always available; therefore we assume it is possible to use it mainly for acquiring
such information as position, speed and direction of the
movement.
To summarize the image querying principle we introduce
following procedure in steps shown in Figure 1 as follows:
• Query definition – a query created by query author
(client). It can be created either manually by a person or automatically by an application. In a query
an object of interest is defined, as well as required
output and processing length.

• high-level objects recognition;
• low-level objects recognition;
• basic operations with objects and their properties;

• Query sending to vehicles – a query is sent to one
or more vehicles (query processors) according to defined target area in which the image is supposed to
be processed (the area is defined by e.g. geocast).

• spatial operations; and
• the length and the condition of termination of the
query execution.

• Query processing and output result – the processing
is done in a vehicle either immediately after query
receiving on current image obtained from a camera
or after certain time from video sequence. This is
defined in query. The length of processing can be
limited either by certain time (e.g. 15 minutes), by
event (e.g. required object is found, an engine of a
vehicle was turned off) or by geolocation range in
space (spatial definition is specified by GPS location).

Not only operations, but the format is also important,
as it is proposed for VANET networks environment in
which communication can proceed in short time since vehicles are dynamic objects driving and passing very fast in
traffic. It is also important to minimize the size of transmitted data. Format definition for querying will be the
main object of the research, which appropriate proposal
will enable the processing of above mentioned operations.
Format should meet the following characteristics:
• compact size and minimizing the size of querying;
• simple expression of basic and complex operations
with an image;
• versatility and simple extensibility of the syntax (the
ability to add new functions and extensions).
The format should be defined not only for a query (input
format of requirement), but also for possible answers (result of a query). Therefore it is necessary to define output
format of response on a query.
The vehicles are required to have at least one camera
which captures the situation in front of the vehicle. In
addition to using camera it would be appropriate to use

4.2

Image Objects

Objects will be the basis for work with queries, since they
are the object of our interest. It can be real objects such
as building, roads, people, traffic signs or low-level objects
representing parts of an image according to certain properties, e. g. areas with red color or areas with triangle or
other shape.
In order to identify as many real objects in a traffic scene
as possible we drove our car with a camera mounted in
front of windshield. Using the camera we recorded many
videos on roads in the city of Žilina (Slovakia) and its surroundings. Based on processing and evaluating of these
videos we have identified some important objects:
1. Sky (sun, clouds, weather condition)
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2. Mountains

• Object properties – deformability, motionlessness etc.

3. Roads (road, traffic lane, sidewalk) and intersections

• Views of model which are expressed either in form of
a set of source images, features or a learning network
model. In order to recognize an object, source images would represent the object from different viewpoints (especially if the object is not symmetric) and
also capture its various visual aspects in case of deformability and especially in such positions it can
frequently be seen.

4. Horizontal traffic signs
5. Vertical traffic signs
6. Traffic lights
7. Texts

• Described parts of the model which make up the
model (e.g. if there is a view of rear part of a car, we
can see a trunk, right and left light, part of right and
left wheel etc.). Parts are defined for every viewpoint and will have given position in order to refer
to them in query. In addition it allows finding out
objects if they are visible or if they are in relation
with other objects.

8. Vehicles
9. People
10. Animals
11. Buildings and lampposts
12. Trees, bushes
13. Lakes, rivers
14. Flying objects in the air

4.2.1

General Object

In order to recognize unknown objects, we define the socalled general object which is composed of a model consisting of set of templates with a description. This model
will be directly incorporated into query so it could be possible to refer to it and be used in a query.
To use this model in querying there are two possibilities:
• Implementation independent – the processor (a vehicle performing a query) will be sent one or more
source images representing various views of the object. Then an algorithm of processor will be executed in order to detect object of interest (choice of
appropriate algorithm is on the processor).
• Implementation dependent – the processor will not
be sent complete images, but only their descriptions
(created by algorithms such as SIFT, MPEG-7 descriptors or others), or possibly in advance trained
model of a certain learning network (e.g. neuron
network; in this case a model of network with weights
of particular neurons would be sent). This solution
requires consistently used algorithms on both sides
(the client and processor).

In addition, the model could contain description based
not only on one method but also on several. Then it
would be on the processor to choose one of the methods.
For example, if it can work with SIFT and is defined in
the model, it can use it for detection. If it contains better
detection algorithm, it can use source files of images unless
they are enclosed in query.

4.3

Query System

After identifying image objects we will introduce a principle and proposal of the query system where these objects,
their properties and relationships with other objects will
be expressed by means of queries which can be subsequently processed in vehicles.

Figure 2: Query as complex task composed of N
elementary tasks.

After analysis we suggest that the general object model
would contain following parts:

At querying of image objects we can look at as a complex task which can be decomposed into simpler tasks and
these interconnect (Figure 2). Thanks to these interconnections the sets of image objects will pass in left-to-right
direction and will be processed in elementary tasks. When
we get to last elementary task during query processing, it
depends on its output what happens next (Figure 3). If
the output is nonempty set, the result will be sent in form
which is defined at the end of the query. If the output of
the query is an empty set, it depends on definition of the
request whether the query will be re-processed or terminated. If the query will be terminated, a response could
be sent. This behavior was chosen for a reason that it is
very often necessary to search for an object in an image
which is likely not to be presented there. Therefore we
need cyclic query processing until the result is obtained
which is nonempty set. Then an empty set will represent
unsuccessful output (i.e. required object is not found).

• Unique model identifier in order to refer to it in a
query.

Processing of an image query therefore means execution
of elementary tasks involved in sequentially concatenating
sequence. Elemental task represents any basic operation

The simplest solution would be the first option because
the choice of the algorithm will not be dependent on both
sides, yet only on the processor side which can implement
any algorithm which is universal and has good results.
On the other hand, this solution requires one or more
images transmission and transmitting time depends on
the size of these images. Both solutions have advantages
and disadvantages therefore we would recommend using
one of them depending on the need. If a speed is needed,
it is possible to use implementation dependent algorithms
but it is necessary to define at least one of them.
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Particular items mean:
• INPUT – defines a unique query identifier, which is
also used in the output response.
• MODEL – a definition of general object recognition
model. Definition of the model is optional, unless
we require recognition of object, which is unknown
and undefined in the system.

Figure 3: The proposed system of processing a
query from the beginng to the end.

with the image, which can be detection, localization or
classification of objects, relations between them, selection
and other basic image processing algorithms.

4.3.1

Inputs

The input is defined by a client (a query creator). In
this query, it is important to determine what to perform,
when to terminate the processing and what to send as a
response. Such information is possible to write in a given
defined format, e.g. XML, JSON or others. Since we will
work with VANET environment, the format should be as
compact and small as possible because of the transmission. Our aim is not to exactly define format in which
data will be transmitted via the network, but only define
a query format in which it will be processed (i.e. what
and which parts are important in a query). Therefore,
we define mandatory and optional data in order to easier describe the inputs and outputs by following proposed
notation:

• TERMCONDITION – a termination query condition. It
is optional field in case of a query with quick response (if only one still image to be processed is
required) and necessary if we want to process more
images by cyclically (video sequence). Specified condition then determines when the processing loop finishes.
• REQANSWER – determines whether we always require
result, even if the query fails (when an empty set of
last task was returned).
• QUERY – a definition of a query. It is mandatory
field, which allows you to define what to process in
the image and what objects with characteristics are
required to obtain. The last elemental task will define the output of the query. Composition of query
and possible operations will be further addressed in
the following sections.

4.3.2

Outputs

As a result of the output can be everything what is needed
by a client, e.g. original image result captured by the
camera or only some part of the image where are one
or more objects of interest, GPS coordination, common
value (number, text, Boolean value) containing required
information (the number of objects, recognized text, license plate number etc.) or their combination. The output of the processing can be expressed as follows:

4.3.3

Image Object

The basis for work with queries is an image object which
is an input and output of elementary tasks. It represents
low-level or high-level object in an image. In order to use
it in elementary tasks, in this part we define its structure
and particular properties it should possess.

Figure 4: An image object from global viewpoint.
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The image object consists of an image and data. The
image represents a view of traffic scene or a segment of
real object (high-level) as well as low-level object of traffic scene. Data describes mainly the object and can be
classified into following two types:
• Specific object data – properties which define particular content of the image. For every image object they will be different (e.g. for low-level object
segments it will be color of parts after the segmentation, for a vehicle properties such as producer’s
brand, view, type, license plate number, color etc.).
• Auxiliary data – allows handling of the image and
its parts. We identify this basic properties that will
contain each derived image object:
– Objects – a collection of key-value pairs that
allows storing image objects obtained in the
image. The key is the type of object (e.g. vehicle, road sign, skull, etc.) and a value is a set
of visual objects.
– The parent object – a reference to the parent,
which is another image object. If it does not
have a parent as in case of root traffic scene
image it will have empty value.
– Position in the image – a rectangle of absolute
coordinates refers to the main root image object of traffic scene.
An example of image object represented in UML class diagram with two other derived classes is shown in Figure
5. First two properties are chosen because it is necessary
to store data and, furthermore to move in an image in order to handle of data. If we look at any image, there are
various objects in this image which contain other objects
and these can contain other objects. So it is possible to
see how the objects are encapsulated within the hierarchy
of other objects. For this reason, we chose a tree structure that allows us not only to store the individual image
objects as tree nodes at various levels, but also allows
movement and processing of objects, their properties, relations, and other operations.

Figure 5: Image object (top) as the base class from
which particular classes are inherited (examples).

Figure 6 shows a simple tree of image objects structure.
Image of traffic scene is also an image object that is the
root of tree and contains additional image objects (vehicles and traffic signs). Traffic scene is composed of a
collection of image objects that are classified in two types
of keys - vehicles and traffic signs. In them there are lists

Figure 6: Example of tree of image objects (orange rectangles represent image objects, white
rectangles represent types).
of specific image objects which in the example for vehicles are three instances of vehicles (red, white, blue) and
in case of traffic signs there are two sings of no overtaking occurring at different positions in the image. Besides
in the first vehicle the license plate number was detected
and recognized. License plates of other vehicles were not
found, because of low resolution.
In addition to defined properties an image object will have
a large number of basic methods, i.e. operations which
can handle and edit the image, for example adjustment of
brightness, smoothing using Gaussian, median and others
which were described in theoretical part of dissertation
thesis. In addition there will be mentioned another used
operation which is Crop. Crop operation enables to cut
the part of image according to given coordinates. Thanks
to this we can work with small parts of the image and thus
spare computing time instead of processing the overall
image.

4.3.4

Operations

In a query as a complex task consisting of elementary
tasks these tasks are representing mainly operations with
image objects and their properties. Their input and output as well will be an ordered set of image objects in
which image objects can be searched for, adjusted, connected etc.

Figure 7: The principle of elementary task processing with inputs and outputs (image objects).

We introduce the following operations (by category):
• Input and output functions:
– GETIMAGE – grabs an image from a camera or
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another image source and converts it to an image object. Captured image represents traffic
scene as a root image object. Image object includes some metadata such as current time and
index of camera used for acquisition.

• Other functions which do not work with image objects and which can be used within lambda expressions or at the end of query:
– GPS – provides basic information from GPS such
as latitude, longitude, altitude and more.

– RESULT – returns a set of objects defined by an
expression of query being its argument as query
result.

– QUERYINFO – provides information about query,
processing time, supported objects for recognition and also description of methods in order
to recognize general objects.

• Object searching function:
– FINDOBJECTS – detects and recognizes requested
image objects in the input set of image objects.
In addition to returning set of image objects,
for every image object it stores found objects
into a collection of image objects in order to
create the hierarchy of tree structure (tree of
image objects).
• Manipulation operations:
– WHERE – selection is an operation for filtering
the input set of image objects by the condition
given by lambda argument.
– SELECT – operation for transforming each item
from the input set of image objects using the
expression given as the operation argument.

4.3.5

Lambda Calculus

Since the main part of many functions is manipulation
either with its image object, its properties or other objects, in the process of query execution we begin with
image lambda calculus established in [7] and syntax partially modified according to C# language. Using lambda
expressions provides flexibility and enables to simply express any operations with objects. In many operations it
is necessary to process the set of objects therefore by the
means of lambda expression we define own function which
calling will be done by expression of every element of the
set.
Lambda expression will be written in following form:
header => body

• Set operations:
– UNION – unifies two sets of image object into
one.
– INTERSECTION – set intersection between the
input set and the output set.
– MINUS – makes the difference of two sets of image objects.
• Operations with temporary data:
– SAVE – stores a set of image objects into temporal data storage.
– LOAD – loads a set of image objects from temporal data storage.
• Spatial operations:
– RIGHTOF – selects such image objects that are
on the right side of other image objects.

It consists of three parts:
• header – is a list of input variables which are usually referred as lambda-variables. In our case the
majority of them will be image objects therefore one
variable will be most often of an image object type.
• => – lambda operator that separates the header and
the body. In standard notation a dot ’.’ or vertical
line ’|’ is most commonly used. Since both signs
will be used for different purposes we introduce a
composite character consisting of an equal to and
larger than characters as we were inspired by C#
language.
• body – in this part a notation of what to perform will
be introduced. The output value will be obtained
after beta-reduction, i.e. application of lambda expression.

– LEFTOF – select such image objects that are on
the left side of other image objects.
– ABOVE – selects such image objects that are
above other image objects.
– BELOW – selects such image objects that are beneath other image objects.
– IN – selects such image objects that are in other
image objects.
– OUT – selects such image objects that are out
of other image objects.
– NN – operation of the nearest neighbor selects
one or more elements of input set whose distance to all the image element of the second
set is the smallest.
– DISTANCE – selects such elements of the set where
the distance between all the elements to every visual element of the second set is typed
lambda expression.

A simple example of the lambda expression could be e.g.:
sky => sky.WeatherCondition
The sky is an image object which as a one parameter
in the header passes to the body of the function defined
by lambda expression. In it we call the property WeatherCondition which returns the value of the state of the
weather and is a result of the lambda expression.
Another example could be:
licensePlate => licensePlate.Text.StartWith(’ZA’)
AND licensePlate.Text.Length = 5
In this case an image object placed in the licensePlate
variable passes to the lambda expression which is used in
the lambda body to find out if its property Text begins
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with letters ZA and in the same time if its length is equal
to 5 letters. The output of lambda expression is therefore
a Boolean logic value expressing the truthfulness of given
expression.

4.3.6

Query Composition and an Operator |

A query can be composed by defined operations which are
sequentially interconnected in one line. To interconnect
particular steps an operator | (vertical line) will be introduced which is not only separator of particular operations
but it also allows passing outputs on inputs of following
operations (Figure 8):

Figure 8: Block scheme of inputs and outputs of
operator |.

An input and an output are the same image objects without any modification. Resultant connection of several
commands and thus operations with an image will as following:
operation1 | operation2 | ...

| operationN

and the final operation operationN will return the total
query output.

4.4

Query Examples

To demonstrate using of proposed language for a system of
sequential processing query we introduce several following
examples.

4.4.1

Traffic Scene Image

A return of an image from the front camera means the
simplest query which can be expressed:
GETIMAGE
Formally, this operation returns an image object which
encapsulates an image obtained from a camera. For simplicity, in this section we use a term image as a synonym
for an image object.
If we require an image from a rear camera we can use:
GETIMAGE(’rear’)
In these simple queries we do not have to use an output
operation RESULT or an operator |, because we do not
require to send back other data than an image and do
not use other operation. If we wanted to send back a
GPS position together with an image we use an output
operation RESULT:
GETIMAGE(’rear’) |
RESULT(image => image, GPS.Position)
Obtained image as an input is passed to operation RESULT
where items required to be send back are defined. Specifically, we define an image and GPS position as result of
query.

4.4.2
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A Vehicle Searching

Another example is a red vehicle searching. A query thus
can be built to search for all vehicles in the whole image
and next to look at their color or a red color will be found
at first place and thus obtained parts of segments will be
searched for a vehicle.
In both examples, it is needed to obtain an image from a
camera and subsequently to find objects in this image. A
front camera will be used. The first way:
GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’) |
WHERE(vehicle => vehicle.Color = ’red’)
Expressed query means: obtain a traffic scene image from
a front camera (GETIMAGE) in which search for a vehicle (FINDOBJECTS) and then from the set of vehicles filter
those whose color is red (WHERE). The output is thus a set
of red cars.
If we look closely at this expression, GETIMAGE will return an image object representing a traffic scene image
obtained from a camera. This will be passed on a function FINDOBJECTS which in this image object will detect
all vehicles and return them as a set of image objects
representing all found vehicles in this image (nothing or
more). Since we require getting only red vehicles, in the
next step a selection operation (WHERE) will be performed
with condition to filter vehicles that the dominant vehicle color is red. As we require the selection operation to
be universal, we use the lambda expression in which a
required condition is described. Selection operation filters the set of vehicles so that its output will be only red
vehicles.
Another way of a red vehicle searching:
GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’red segment’) |
FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’)
Again we obtain a traffic scene image object which will be
sent to the function to search for red areas. It returns a
set of image objects with red segments. Since we want to
look for vehicles objects only in these areas, the following
operation FINDOBJECTS is chosen.
To express more complex query we use a motivation example from the Introduction section, i.e. searching for
a red vehicle with some incomplete license plate number
beginning with ZA and ending with AB with a picture of
a skull situated on the right. This query can be expressed
as follows:
GETIMAGE | FINDOBJECTS(’vehicle’) |
WHERE(vehicle => vehicle.Color = ’red’ AND
vehicle.View = ’rear’) |
FINDOBJECTS(’license plate’) |
WHERE(licensePlate =>
licensePlate.Text.StartWith(’ZA’) AND
licensePlate.Text.EndWith(’AB’)) |
SELECT(licensePlate =>
licensePlate.ParentObject.Crop(
licensePlate.Position
.Increase(0,100,400,100))) |
FINDOBJECTS(’skull’) |
RESULT(skull => skull.ParentObject, GPS.Position,
GPS.Heading, skull.GetRootObject)
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to test it. As we found out, the system can be used not
only for VANET environment for which it was originally
designed but also for conventional image processing and
prototyping.

5.2

Solution Verification

Query system functionality demonstration was shown in
three examples in the dissertation thesis. Here will be
shown only one of them – simple searching for the gas
station totem with list of prices (number values).
Query represents searching for a gas station totem which
is an example of simple searching for an unknown object
which is not integrated in our system. Therefore a general
model will be created using image of a gas station logo.
Then appearance of the logo could be recognized by means
of SURF algorithm in this image from camera. If it will
be found then we can extend an area beneath the logo
and search for text in it. If at least one of them contains
text value a result of the query is an image of the totem
with GPS position.

Figure 9: Sequence of searching for a red vehicle
with a skull picture in an example of three vehicles
where one of them meet the given description.

There is a premise that the model of the skull called skull
was defined on the input together with a query as general
object. Otherwise, the last operation will send back an
empty set because this identifier will not be recognized
within FINDOBJECT function. The entire sequence of steps
is shown also in Figure 9.

5.

Implementation and Solution Verification

In order to verify proposed solution, we decided to implement a part of the system using .NET platform and the
programming language C# with LINQ technology. Besides, we use an external library EmguCV designed for
an image processing and analysis and computer vision
applications.

5.1

System LINQ to Images

We have proposed several classes and interfaces which together with extension methods, EmguCV and LINQ to
Objects form a system for querying. Therefore, from this
query technology point of view, we named our implementation of the system similarly to LINQ to Images. We
did not implement all objects and properties which are
described in the work but only the basic ones on which it
is possible to refer to and verify solution usability.
For object recognition we used several existing and a few
own algorithms. From those existing we used e.g. pedestrian detector using a histogram-based gradients, text
recognition based on tesseract-ocr, license plate recognition and SURF detector and descriptor. From our own
algorithms we implemented color segmentation searching
and Slovak traffic signs recognition.
Generally, the system simulates VANET environment therefore it is possible to not only process an image obtained
from a camera but also from a different source in order

As unknown object an image of Shell station logo will be
used. Following sequence of processing steps is also shown
in a diagram in Figure 11.

var result = Camera.GetImage()
.ConvertToImageObjects()
.FindObjects(new GenericImageObject(logoShell))
.Select(logo => logo.ParentObject.Image.Copy(
logo.GetInflatedRootPosition(
20, 20,
20, logo.Image.Height * 2
)
).ConvertToImageObject())
.FindObjects<TextImageObject>()
.Where(text => Regex.IsMatch(text.Text, @"\d"))
.Result(text => new { Totem = text.ParentObject,
Gps = Gps.GetPosition() });

Since we use a camera which can return an image or
a set of images of type Image<Bgr, byte>, which is a
type representing a colorful image from EmguCV library
we have created our own extension method ConvertToImageObjects(). This method converts images into image objects of type ImageObject. Using this step we can
use other extending methods and thus LINQ to Images.
Subsequently, an image of Shell gas station logo will be
searched for (FindObjects) in this image obtained from
a camera. If the logo is found in the image, its area is expand by 20 pixel left, 20 pixel top, 20 pixel right and bottom 2 times the found logo height will be cut out of parent
image object (i.e. traffic scene). Since we work with an
image of type Image<Bgr, byte>, we convert this clipped
image into an image object (ConvertToImageObject). By
this step, potential areas will be obtained from this image
where a totem could be found. Therefore in the next step
possible texts will be detected. Based on selection operation there will be filtrated only those texts which contain
a number in a required form specific for a gas price (we
are testing by regular expression). Finally, in the output
(Result) a parental image will be chosen and sent back
which is likely a totem image with GPS position.
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Figure 10: Diagram of some important classes of proposed system.
mark or by end of brace. In case of loops or conditions
where brace is missing we add one command. In addition,
in Table 1 we introduce in case of traditional solution
in brackets a total number or lines or commands which
are valid for a complete code (included code of colorful
segments, pedestrians, signs detector).

Figure 11: Sequence of traffic scene image processing aimed to find a gas station totem according to the shell logo.

In case of LINQ to Images, commands can be written as
one expression, although it consists of several operations
which can be written in several lines or in one line. For
better clarity we have written down every method calling
in one line in introduced example. It is important to stress
the compactness of this way which not only shortens the
length and time of writing a code, but thanks to small
size enables also a rapid query transmission therefore it is
suitable for being used in VANET environment. In Table
2, there is introduced additional comparison of proposed
solution with traditional.

6.
In order to point out the simplicity of our solution we
have rewrite testing examples and compared numbers of
lines with numbers of commands necessary to perform
the same task. Because of the length of source codes we
do not show them. Obtained information is shown in
Table 1. The number of code lines reflects a number of
all lines separated by CR/LF characters, and empty lines
are counted as well, however, we do not take into account
commentaries. The number of commands is a number
of those expressions which are separated by a semicolon

Conclusion

In dissertation thesis we devoted to an idea of a query
processing for image objects obtaining in VANET environment. The creator of query, which can be a man or
a machine, in this network creates a requirement in defined format and sends it via V2V or V2I communication
to vehicles. Vehicles as query processors receive this requirement and start processing in real time according to
defined task. The basis is to obtain one or more images
from a camera in which so called image objects will be
found and processed. These image objects could be either real traffic scene objects or low-level objects.
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Table 1: Comparison of lines and commands number of proposed system (LINQ to Images) with a
traditionally written code.
1st example

2nd example

3rd example

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

LINQ to
Images

Traditional
solution

Number of
code lines

5

26 (71)

7

45 (162)

8

24 (318)

Number of
commands

1

12 (39)

1

32 (95)

1

12 (192)

• Suitability for an usage in VANET environment

Table 2: Comparison of proposed (LINQ to Images) and traditional solution.
LINQ to Images

Traditional
solution

Safety
execution

Yes (prepared
functions and
operations do
not enable to
perform unsafe
operations)

Rather not
(depends on
interpreter or
system in which
the code will be
performed)

Code size

Small (enables
faster network
transmission)

Often large
(large code
means longer
transmission
time)

Code writing
time

Short (usage of
several linked
commands,
saves time)

Longer
(necessity to
write complete
source code)

Usage in
VANET

Yes (safe
execution, small
format size,
universality,
independence
on operating
system)

Not (possibility
of unsafe code,
implementation
dependent
code)

In order to propose the query system and language we
were inspired by SQL language, MPEG-7 standard and
lambda calculus theory. Proposed solution allows to easily
process complex tasks in field of an image processing by
using a query.
It is important to stress that the practical part of proposed solution is strongly dependent on implementation
of high-quality methods and algorithms of image processing, analysis and computer vision. In addition, our proposed solution is implementation independent. To verify
solution we used C# language in which we implemented a
part of the system. This allowed us not only to verify the
functionality and the correctness of the solution, but it
provided a system which can be used outside VANET environment as well, e.g. as a traditional image processing
supplement.
In summary the advantages of the proposed query language are as follows:

– Safe code execution – there are not allowed unsafe operations, but only operations related to
an image.
– Small size of a query format – it enables rapid
transmission in VANET environment where it
is important to minimize communication time.
– Implementation independent – an expression
in a language with the possibility to be used
in various operating systems if there is system
implemented.
• Compact and transparent code – concise and simple
query code allows to express complex task of objects
searching in an image.
• It is not necessary to write a complex code, a compact formulation is reducing time to write a code
which means less programming as well.
• Potential to be used by people or machines that
do not have experiences with image processing (you
only need to appropriately define query by object
approach).
• Universality – we do not have to complicatedly change
the code in case we want to change something.
• Re-usability – after the addition new objects to recognition system it is possible to use the system in any
field. It can be used not only in VANET environment but also for searching for objects in an image
or videos in a database.
This work supplements and follows up with dissertations
which are dealing with VANET problematic at our faculty, e.g. communication protocol proposed by Bača [1]
or work of Janech [4] or Lieskovský [6].

6.1

Scientific Contribution

The scientific contribution lies mainly in the idea of using
queries for image processing in real time in VANET environment. So far in examining current state-of-the art we
have not met with a system that would allow recognizing
any objects in an image based on defined request and even
outside VANET environment. While there are solutions
for image querying, but most of them are built to search
in large databases (image retrieval), which are based on
searching extracted metadata from the image data.
Therefore we proposed a language enabling to create a
query which defines what to search for in an image and
how to process it. The query represents a complex task
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of image objects searching which is possible to decompose
into smaller, so called elementary tasks. These tasks represent interconnected operations in sequence successiveness based on which it is possible to handle with image
and its parts. The very principle of the system and language was based on object-based approach of the image
parts as objects. An image capturing a traffic scene from
a vehicle contains real objects which consist of other objects and these can consist of other embedded objects.
This image itself is also an image object as well. Similar
embedding can be found in low-level objects segments.
This embedment can be subsequently represented by an
image objects tree, in which it is possible to traverse when
querying.

background and further additional information). When
a vehicle gets into this position surrounding, it could periodically perform a query and when it finds out that it
has not found such traffic sing or found but is changed,
it will write this information into the database and via
internet connection send updated data to the server for
further processing.

The basis of the system is searching for known objects
which can be found in a traffic scene from a vehicle point
of view. These high-level objects were described together
with their properties in this work. The system should
therefore know how to find them in optimal way based on
existing state-of-the-art algorithms of an image analysis
and computer vision. Since it is not possible to incorporate all objects into the system, we proposed so called
general model of an object which is based on images or
prearranged data which enable to detect any object in an
image.

End users who could search for objects of interest in their
own collection of digital content can be mentioned as another example. In today digital age a number of photos
and videos are increasing thanks to widely accessible mobile phones, cheap cameras, tablets or other computer
devices. The amount of data is increasing not only on the
Internet, but also on user’s disk. For better orientation,
searching for image objects would be convenient.

Although, the language for query processing is proposed
for VANET environment, it is possible to use its ideas
in other fields. Within the verification of the solution we
implemented proposed system and integrated with LINQ
technology as well as with EmguCV library for image processing. They create very good means for work with an
image, especially for prototyping and rapid handle with
image. After adding new objects to recognition system,
the proposed solution enables people who have no or very
small knowledge of image processing to process an image. Therefore it brings a possibility of rapid development of new applications using an image processing without knowledge of complex algorithms. For this reason we
are going to publish implemented system as library or to
integrate our solution directly into EmguCV.

6.2

New System Applications

Proposed query language and sequence processing were
primarily designed for tasks in VANET environment. As
was shown, the queries can be processed outside VANET
network as well.
Another example could be today widely spread intelligent mobile phones, so called smartphones which are no
longer ordinary phones for voice communication but powerful computers containing several sensors and technologies. Thanks to mobile applications, smart phones can be
used for any purpose. One of them is a navigation application for a vehicle able to navigate by the means of maps
and GPS. If we created a stand-alone application or included our system into a navigation application, a phone
would enable to process queries, which could be utilized
for specific traffic data collection, e.g. traffic signs. Of
course, user’s permission would be needed.
As an example can be used also updating data about the
road such as traffic signs location and position. In a
database it is stored that at a particular GPS position
there is located a traffic sign (GPS position, location –
left, right of the road, on the column, neighboring sign,

Another area of application of proposed system and query
language could be for learning students or users – enthusiasts who start becoming familiar with field of image processing. They could easily and fast create a prototype,
search for defined objects in an image and study their
properties.

6.3

Further Research

Avenues for further research can be seen in an extension
of the system for spatio-temporal data processing (third
dimension involvement – time). It will be necessary to
propose new operations related to time connection which
are used for objects tracking.
The next area of research can be seen in an optimization
of proposed queries to detect certain items of querying
which do not have to be performed at all or they can be
performed much more effectively.
An interesting area would also be recognition and identification of a vehicle, with which we would like to communicate in VANET. This would enable to perform complex
queries based on partial queries which could be required
by vehicle form other vehicles. It enables to find out which
vehicles have direct view of an object of interest so we
could communicate with them easier and directly in order to accomplish the main query.
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